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Abstract

An empirical mgmtospherle aodel la employed to
project auroral intensity boundarlaa Into tha Magnetosphere. The
auroral data ara In tha fora of "Instantaneous" mpa of £300 f
•adsslon, acquired with tha I3IS-II epaoeoref t and correspond to
fluxea of lev energy alaetrona. Thaaa ara apaolflo to a
particular unlvereal tine and data* Tha •agnetoepherlo Modal
ueed Is a puralr empirical one, dealgned bj Naad and falrfleld (1975)
fro» U.76 x 106 aaignatlo •aaatiraaanta nada by k IMP aatallltea*
Thalr nodal lneludaa tha dlpole t i l t aa a variable, and peraits
•election from four different disturbance levela, eo la
particularly eulted to these data. In a general way, tha auroral
projeotlons agree with what i s expected, giving aone confidence
In thla application of tha aodel* But a nuaber of features appear
that were not predicted, and vhloh should penalt now lnalchts Into
the relationship of apeclflo auroral boundarlea to the atruoture
of the •egnetoaphere,(a>+v,,1r)



Introduction

Huch of our knowledge about the maenetoephere has been
learned from direqt particle measurements in space. Optical
measurements of the aurora also contribute to the knowledge of
the mapnetosphere both from data obtained by continuous monitoring
from the pround and that contained in the two-dimensional maps from
space. However, to interpret these data in terms of th« magneto-
sphere, especially in i t s outer parts, requires accurate field lin»
models to enable tracing of the auroral projection out into the
magn*»tosphere. The so-called real field models, derived from
marnetic measurements near tnc earth's surface are accurst» to oiily
about 5 Re and so are not appropriate, since rrost auroral phenomena
occur at prenter radial dlstarces. vuasi theoretical models such
the one of Clscn and Ffitzer (1974) h^ve been widely ured. Head
and Fairfield (197*) developed a purf"ly emperical irodel based on
space craft measurements cf the marnof.ic f ie ld . In this paper,
auroral data from the ISIS-? space craft red line photorater are
used. Starting with the isoirtersity contour? cf the 6300A in a
polar projection, we use the Kead-Fairfield model to trace from
these contcir lines into the magr.etosphere - onto the equatorial
plene and orto plane» perpendicular to the earth-sun line»

Description of the Model

The Mead-Fairfield model is based on measurements of
the earth's magnetic field made by 4 IftP satel l i tes between 1966
and 1972. -This gave 4340 hours of records over 451 orbits and
44,76 x 10° individual measurements from which a data base of
12,616 vectcr field avrrapes resulted. These data were distributed
over half-earth radii intervals between 4 and 17 Re. These data
were f i t by l*»ast souares to a ^over series expansion in solar
marretic coordinates and solar vind dipole t i l t anrje. The resultant
equations piv» differences in magnetic components for the IORF(1965)
f ie lds .
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Th« »quatlons are quadratic specially and lin«ar in tLlt angle*
Th« coefficients were evaluated ov«r k ranges of Kp valuesi
superquiet (Kp • 0,0*). quiet (Kp * 2), disturbed (Kp > 2) «nd
superdirturbed (Kp > 3 ) . In additior tc the treasured data, the
coefficients were further constrained requirind north-south and
dawrwrfusk symmetry.



Application ef the Model

Since the IGRF model, as supplied by CG. Stassinopoulos
and G»D. Mead, used geographic coordinates, wa chose to begin with
ISIS data In gaographlc coordinates. Figur» l U ) ahowa 6300 A ieo-
intenslty contours in a geographic polar projection. Pointa vara
salactad by orarlaying an XT grid and the corresponding gaographio
coordln'taa uaad as starting po'nts in tha fiald lina tracing prograji.
Tha uniTarsal tina and solar declination for etch orbit are used to
calculate the t i l t angle. The firId l ine tracing program was supplied
by KTH. The Integration i s done in cartesian coordinates and requires
evaluation of the IGRT field nodal (using geographic coordinates
and returning radial, tangential and perpendicular componenta of the
f ie ld coordinates), and the Mead-Jairfield differences (using solar
magnetic coordinate»). Thi transformation between coordinate systems vas
done by the matrix method of Ru??»ll (1971). The stopping criteria in
solar magnetic coordinates are 1) crossing the plane Z * 0, or

2) crossing a plane perpendieular to
the earth-sun l ine . In this investigation, planes at -7Re, -10 Re,
-13 As and -16 Ha were ut id.

Results

Fic^are 1 'L s'n.^s the projection cf the dayside cl*ft contour, A
f roit orbit 3282 onto the Z « 0, I «• -10 Re planes, vith the planes
meeting at th* X * -10 R* l ine *s shown in the figure. The plotting
characters - dots, '.olid lir<>3, e*«» - indicate the associated graphed
sections between figures 1'a) ".• : r ;. It can be seen that a very
small region on the equator»?rd side neer magnetic noon, traces to
a Tery large region covaring tha entire outer upper surface of the
magnetosphere. At gr--it«r dspartures from noon, the field l ines f l i p
to the equatorial plane on the earth's dayside. Of course, the model
i t se l f does not t e l l us dire^tl* vr,«re the jr<»pr«r topause i s | one
can find i t by a trial #nd arror netbod to locate the f ie ld l ines which are
connected to the earth's sinfac» and rsfich closent to the magnetospheric
boundary. Ve searched for »dditioruJ. points that would yield field l ines
closer o the boundary, than th> a» of the cleft contour, but found none*
The poleward boundary of cho co^tcjr poshes only sliphtly further out,
so we conclude that Vn#re i s a narrow region of cleft precipitation
near Magnetic noon that corrects to most of the boundary layer of the
•agnetospher», wJ-Ue st greater dep«rturaj from noon, the field linos
penetrate more fce3lde the rcagnst, o sphere»
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(figure l(a)i« repeatAd, for reference), Cortour C defines the nightslde
precipitation region which i s believed to connect to the plasma sheet.
Its squatorwrrd boundary intersects the equatorial plane at about X • - 9 Re
while the poleward boundary intersects the ta l l plane at 6 to 8 Re
above the equatorial plane, so this region i s seen to correspond to
the central part of ^he magnetotail. The equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval, contour K, maps into the equatorial plans in a roughly
circular region, as shown. The curious excursion into the evening
sector Is surprising, since i t cotma from * slight bulge at 21 hoars
invariant time, on th» other hand, this i s precisely the region of
aubstorm inflection evants and so i t could indicate the earthward
flow of plasma from the ta i l In the »Turing sector.



The poleward boundary of the auroral oval, contour D, forms
• sl ightly e l l ipt ica l contour centered in the t a i l plane, about 17Re
above the equatorial plane* This corresponds roughly to the centre
of the magnetospheric ta i l lobe and thus a l l of the projections
within the mgnetosphere contain low energy plasma except for the
regions inside the D and £ contours.

Figure 3 shows the effect of altering the location of
the ta i l plane. Each of the four diagrams contain a l l of the
contain al l of the contours shown before (except contour E)*
projected with tai l plane distances of «7, -10 (the same as before),
-13 and -16 Re. The cleft projection A charges very l i t t l e . The
equatorward boundary E also changes very l i t t l e , as i t largely
intersected the equatorial plane anyway. However we see that i t s
extension Into the evening sector barely reached X • -W Re*
The poleward boundary D, which i s near circular at X - -7 Re, becomes
rather flattened, near the top of the ta l l lobe, at x = -16 Re*
The nlghtslde auroral contour, C, has an equatorward boundary
which intersects the equatorial plane at -6 Re, while i t s
poleward boundary field l ines flare upward, to increasing Z
value, with increasing distance down the t a i l , at least to the
X - -16 Re limit of the field tracinr.

51nce the projected contours represented some expected
features of the magnetosphere, this gives sora corifidence in the model
and this method of application. These results are only preliminary
but suggest that this method may permit a ful ler interpretation of
auroral photometric data*
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ISIS ORBIT 3282
DEC. 16, 1971
04:52 U.T.

ig. l(a) Iso-intenaity contours of 6300 A emission
from orbit 3282 in an invariant polar
projection.

Fig. l(b) Field line tracing fror
oontoucs A and B of fi-
g-ore l(a) onto Z-0,
X»-10 Re planes.





Fig. 3 P*rojection8 in to the Magnetosphere for '* contours of
figure li 'a) to Z"0 and
(a) X«-7 Ke
(b) X--10 Re
(c) X--1 •', Re
(d) X»-l( Pe t a i l p l a n e s .
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An empirical ma^netospheric model i s employed to
project auroral intensity boundaries into the magnetosrhere. The
auroral data are in the form of "instantaneous" maps of 6300 t
emission, acquired with the ISIS-I1 spacecraft and correspond to
fluxes of low energy electrons* These are specific to a
particular universal time and date. The magnetospherlc model
used i s a purely empirical one, designed by Mead and Fairfield (1975)
from 44.76 z 10° magnetic measurements made by 4 IMP sate l l i tes .
Their model Includes the dipole t i l t as a variable, and permits
selection from four different disturbance levels, so i s
particularly suited to these data. In a general way, the auroral
projections agree with what Is expected, fiving some confidence
in this application of the model. But a number of features appear
that were not predicted, and which should permit new inslehts into
the relationship of specific auroral boundaries to the structure
of the magnate sphere.
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